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is really a small airliner that can do everything.n There is no
aircraft that can land on paved runways, mud flats, water, sand,
snow and iceâ€¦ And no amount of pilot error can break it...etc.
n And now - for the cause! - Nothing personal just business. - Oh
Meister! - Wie ho die Welt! An impartial view of a professional
on the events taking place around ... What the...? If the plane can
land, why don't the guards check the landing gear just in case? If
an aircraft has a pressurized fuselage, why does no one check its
tightness and smoke in the cabin?.. From the very beginning it is
clear: the plane can only land in one place ... This is the beach.

More precisely - a narrow strip of sand between the sea and
water. Of course, the plane needs to take off before the sand is

washed away by water. And for this it is necessary that the plane
had something to push off from the coast. Straw, on which

several more ships sank: Or any other flat item that you can bring
on board with you or take in the cabin. The plane must take off.
The expression in the eyes of a person who hands a flat thing to

the pilot: - What hatched? I ask you - with what did you come on
board like that? Pilot (yawning): - In the bag. (followed by a

phrase that is impossible for a normal dialogue: "If only to die
quickly"): And that's when the fun begins! After all, not any

person can get on board, but only those who have been trained to
determine what, after all, is in the bag! What does the security
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officer of the airport (and each airline separately) undertake? For
the most ordinary wallet, for keys, documents, a handkerchief, a
ticket, a toothbrush ... Sometimes - for a piece of soap or cologne
... (moreover, security officers know how to accurately identify
these items). No, of course, it happens that they take away your

watches, glasses, and even phones (believing that these are
"forbidden items", after which you are forced to leave the plane,
or mined). But we remember: the plane - the plane, but the plane
must fly away. And that's when the fun begins... Of course, many

airports already have special
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